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The purpose of this article is to present certain aspects of the theory of invertible

elements in the various quotient algebras of the algebra, 93(4», of all bounded

operators on a Hubert space ip. In particular, the maximal connected subsets

(components) of the set of left or right invertible elements in these quotient algebras

are classified. A preliminary step is the geometric characterization of the operators

in 93(§) that are left or right invertible modulo an ideal of this algebra.

If § is a Hubert space and a is any infinite cardinal not larger than the dimension

of § then we denote by Ja the set of operators in 93(§) with the property that their

ranges contain no closed subspace of dimension a. It is part of the folklore that

these sets Ja are the only closed two-sided ideals of 93(£>).

When a is the smallest infinite cardinal X0 it is known that Ja is the ideal of

compact operators. (Lemma 1 contains this result.) The transformations from one

Banach space to another that have left or right inverses modulo the compact

operators were characterized by Yood [5, p. 609]. It follows from the work of

Atkinson [1] on Fredholm operators that there are infinitely many components of

operators invertible modulo the compact operators on a Banach space E, if there

is a subspace F that is isomorphic to E and E/F is finite dimensional. The exact

composition of these components was discovered by Cordes and Labrousse [4] for

the case of a Hubert space. In what follows we will also restrict our attention to

Hubert space but since we consider all ideals Ja, not just the ideal of compact

operators, our results properly include those described above ; at least in the case

of a nonseparable Hubert space.

The set of operators that are left invertible modulo Ja will be denoted by

^+(a). To be perfectly explicit:

J^(a) = {Fe 93(£) : AF = I+J for some A e S3(#) and / e Ja}.

In a similar way we define ^l(a), the set of operators that are right invertible

modulo Ja. Let 3F(a) denote the union and ^b(a) the intersection of ^+(a) and

■^-(a). Lemma 2 is a characterization of operators in ^(a) which enables us to

define an index on !F(a) in terms of the difference in nullity of an operator and its

adjoint. Theorem 1 states that ^b(a) is connected except when a = No-
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To justify the title of this paper we refer to [2, p. 578] to conclude that the

canonical map of 93(§) into the quotient algebra S8(SQ)/Ja is a one to one corre-

spondence between the components of ^(a) and the components of the set of

left or right invertible elements of the quotient algebra.

We have been informed by H. O. Cordes that B. Gramsch has obtained results

similar to our Lemma 1 in a paper to appear in Mathematische Annalen. Also,

using his theory of " F-algebras," Cordes gives a generalization of our Lemma 2,

characterizing semi-Fredholm elements, in a forthcoming paper [3].

The ideals Ja. An operator T is said to be bounded below (above) on a sub-

space SSR, if there exists e>0 such that \Tx\^e(<¿) for each unit vector x in SSJl.

A subset ^ <= § is said to be totally a bounded if for each e > 0,01 can be covered

by a collection of open e-spheres of cardinality less than a. We will require the

following lemma which is well known in the special case of compact operators.

Incidentally, this lemma can be made the basis of a proof that the Ja are in fact

closed two-sided ideals.

Lemma 1. The following are equivalent

(i) The operator T is in Ja.

(ii) Any closed subspace on which T is bounded below is of dimension less than a.

(iii) For each e > 0 there is a subspace SSR of dimension less than a such that T is

bounded above by e on SSR1.

(iv) The operator T maps bounded sets into totally a bounded sets.

Proof. That (i) implies (ii) follows from the observation that if T is bounded

below on 93 then F(233) has the same dimension as 933. Now let SR be a closed sub-

space in the range of T. There is a subspace 933 orthogonal to the null space of F

such that F(933) = SR. The closed graph theorem implies that T is bounded below on

933. This completes the proof that (i) and (ii) are equivalent.

Let {FA} be the spectral resolution of the selfadjoint operator H=T*T. Let

233 A = FA(§) so by computing the integral representation of (Hx, x) we have

||Fx||2 = (Hx, x) =  [td(Etx, x)^X \d(Etx, x) = X\\x\\2       for x in SS¡{

and by a similar computation

||7*|a á A|;c||2       for x in 23A.

Now it follows from (ii) that dim 933¿<a if A>0 so that (iii) holds.

To show (iii) implies (iv) it suffices to show that F(©) is totally a bounded, where

© is the closed unit sphere of i>. Let e>0 be given and 233 a closed subspace of

dimension less than a such that

\\Tx\\<e/2       ifxisinSB-1   and    |x[ í 1.
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Since dim 2B < a it is clear that 7T© n SB) can be covered by less than a open

(e/2)-spheres. Given x in ©, x=xx+x2 with xx in 233-1-. Since

\\Tx-Tx2\\ = 17*i|| < e/2,

it follows from the triangle inequality that doubling the radii of the spheres in the

cover of 77© n 2B) yields a cover of 27©) of cardinality less than a.

To complete the proof we show how (ii) follows from (iv). Suppose (ii) fails,

then there is a subspace 2B of dimension a such that

|| Tic|| ^ e||jc||       forxinSB.

Let Gc be an orthonormal basis for SB. For x, y in Gs

\\Tx-Ty\\ = \\T(x-y)\\ ^ e-21'2       if x * y.

Thus T((£) cannot be covered by less than a open spheres of radius e-2~112.    |

The open semigroup J^+ (a). A special case of the result below is that an operator

is left invertible modulo the compact operators if and only if it has a closed range

and finite nullity [4],

Lemma 2. A necessary and sufficient condition that an operator F is in &+(a) is

that F be bounded below on a subspace 23 such that dim SB1 < a and 2B1 contains

the null space of F.

Proof. Let A be an operator such that AF=I+J with / in Ja and choose e such

that 0<2||^|e< 1. There is an orthonormal set Gs containing a basis for the null

space of F and maximal with respect to the property that \Fx\ <e for x in Gs;

thus F is bounded below on Gs1. For distinct elements x and y in Gs

\Jx-Jy\ £ \x-y\-\x+Jx\-\y+Jy\

= 2^-\AFx\-\AFy\
ê 2V2-2\A\e > 21/2-l.

Since /(Gc) is totally a bounded by Lemma 1, it follows that-the cardinality of Gc is

less than a, which completes the proof of the necessity.

To prove the sufficiency let P be the projection on 2B1. The operator F(I—P)

is an isomorphism of 2B onto F(%&) so there exists an operator A such that

AF(I-P) = I-P.

Since P is in J^ it follows that F is in ^+(a).    |

It is a consequence of Lemma 2 that the range of an operator in &+ (a) is closed

except for a space of dimension less than a. Let 9Î be the orthogonal complement

of F(9B) in the closure of F(§). Thus

F(2B) c F($) c F(233) © 31.
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Let ® be a dense subset of 233 and © be an orthonormal basis for SR. If ex and e2

are in © then there are vectors a", in 1) and «t¡ in 233 such that

iTM + md-etW < 2-1'2.

By the orthogonality of F(233) and SR

\\(Tmx-ex)-(Tm2-e2)\\2 = \\T(mx-m2)\\2+\\ex-e2\\2 ^ 2.

So it follows that dx and d2 are distinct if ex ̂  e2. Thus the cardinality of @ is not

greater than that of ®. Thus, we have the following.

Corollary. If F is in ^+(a) then there are closed subspaces 233 and SR such that

233 ® SR => T(&) => 933       wz/A dim SR < a.

A dual to Lemma 2 for operators in ^l(a) may be proved by noting that T*

is bounded below on F(933) if T is bounded below on 233 and using well-known

relations between an operator and its adjoint such as

F*(F(933)i) c 2331.

The index and components. For any operator F in 3F(a) either F or F* has

nullity less than a by Lemma 2. We denote the nullity of F by n(F) and n(F*) is

called the defect of F. (Recall that the null space of F* is Ffâ)1.) The index of F

is defined to be

ia(F) = n(F*)-n(F)

except that if a is uncountable and both n(F) and n(F*) are less than a we set

ia(F) = 0,   by definition.

Theorem 1 is the main justification for this definition. Consideration of the special

case of operators of the form I+J may be helpful in understanding why index 0

is defined as it is. It follows from the classical Riesz-Schauder theory that n(I+J)

and n(I+J*) are finite and equal if J is compact. If it is known only that J is in

Ja, it is not always true that n(I+J)=n(I+J*) even though both are less than a.

However, it is clear that I+J is in the component of I. Thus if the index n(F*)—n(F)

is to be constant on components, cardinals less than a must be ignored when a ̂  X0.

Theorem 1. Two operators are in the same component of &r(a) if and only if

they have the same index.

Proof. By the continuity of the adjoint operation it suffices to consider an

operator F in 3F(a) with n(F) ¿ n(F*) so that F has nonnegative index and n(F) < a.

Consider the polar factorization of F= WH where H is the positive square root of

F*F and W is the partial isometry from the orthogonal complement of the null

space of F onto the closure of its range. Let W be any partial isometry from the
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null space of F into Ffá)1. Now V= W+ W is an isometry with the same index as

F. To show that Fand Kare in the same component of ^(a) let us define an arc by

¿(t) = V[(l-t)H+tI].

For any t=£0, </>(t) is left invertible and thus in ^(a) and 0(0) = F We now need to

show that two isometries of the same index are in the same component. Suppose

Vx and V2 are isometries with the same defect. Let IK be a partial isometry mapping

Vx($)1 onto V2(§)L so U= V2Vf 4- IK is unitary and UVX=V2. It follows from the

connectedness of the unitary group that Ki and K2 are in the same component of

.^(a). To complete this half we need only consider the case of an isometry V of

index 0 and defect less than a, an uncountable cardinal. We have just shown that

K is in the same component as /© S where S is a shift of multiplicity n(K*)<a.

Since a is uncountable it follows that the range of 0 © 5 has dimension

n(V*)■ X0 <a and so 0 © S is in Ja and thus /© S can be connected to / by an

arc in ^(a).

To prove the converse it is sufficient to show that the sets of operators with

constant index are open. We will accomplish this in two steps. First it will be

shown that every isomorphism (with closed range) has a neighborhood which con-

sists of isomorphisms of the same defect. Second it will be shown that the addition

of an operator in Ja to an isomorphism does not change its index. From Lemmas

1 and 2 it is easy to see that for any operator F in &(a) with nonnegative index

there exists / in Ja such that F4-/ is an isomorphism. The translate by — / of a

neighborhood of F4-/ with constant index is a neighborhood of F with constant

index.

First step. If A is an isomorphism then there is an operator B such that BA=I.

Let || C|| < ||B || -» then || CB || < 1 so that (7/4- CB) ~1 exists. To show that B(I+ CB)-1

is a left inverse for A + C we recall that

(I+CB)-1 = I-C(I+BC)-XB.
Thus we have

B(I+ CBy^A + C) = B[I- C(I+ BC) - M? ](A+C) _
= B(A + C) - BC(I+ BC) - XBA - BC(I+BC) - XBC

= I+BC-BC(I+BC)-\I+BC) = /.
Moreover

(A + C)B(I+CB)-1 = (AB+CBABXI+CB)-1 = (I+CB)AB(I+CB)~1.

Thus AB and (A + C)B(I+CB)~1 are similar and since these idempotents are

projections on the ranges of A and A + C, respectively, it follows that A and A + C

have the same defect.

Second step. Suppose A is an isomorphism and / is in Ja. We wish to show that

ia(A) = itt(A+J).
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Let B be an operator with null space N(B) = A(!q)l such that BA=I. As in the

corollary to Lemma 2, the closure of (A+J)& is of the form 233 © SR with

233 ®SR^ (A+J)$=> 233,

933 closed, and dim SR < a.

Let

X0 = N(B) n 233,

233i = 233 n 3E¿,

Xx = N(B)r\SRr\(A+J)&,

X2 = SRn Xi,

X3 = N(B) n (233 © 3^,

3Ê4 = (SBi © X0 © 3Ei © 3£2 © X3)\

It should be clear that

N(B) = X0®XX® X3,

[(A+J)^ = X2®X3®X,.

If at denotes the dimension of X¡ it follows that

n[B(A+J)] = n(A+J) + a0+ax

and

n[(A*+J*)B*] = a2 + ai.

Since B(A +J)=I+BJ is an operator of index 0 we have

ia(A+J) = (a2 + a3 + ai) — (a2 + ai — a0 — ax)

= «o + tti + aa = n(B) = ia(A)

whether or not we are in the situation of ignoring cardinals less than a.    |

Corollary 1. If F is in ¡F(a) and J in Ja, then ia(F+J) = ia(F).

Corollary 2. If Fand G are in J^iaXJ^a)), then ia(FG) = ia(F) + ia(G).

It follows immediately from Theorem 1 that ^¡(a) is connected for a > X0 so

that by [2, p. 578] we have:

Corollary 3. The group of invertible elements in S8($))/Ja is connected for all

o£> Ho-

lt is easy to see from Theorem 1 that ia is an index, in the sense of [2], on ^+(a)

(and on ^(a)). For a> X0 the range of /„ on ^+(a) is the semigroup of 0 and all

cardinals between a and the dimension of the underlying Hubert space.
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